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FORM/EXPRESSION/TONE
Choose a non-profit organization that stands for something you 
firmly believe in. Draft the copy language, the pull-in and push-
out on an 11” x 17” poster document that acts as an awareness or 
call to action. You are both copy writer and designer for this part 
of the project. Your poster should elicit some type of emotion 
though the typographic treatment (the emotion should be 
somehow related to the nature of the content).Using Illustrator, 
set up your document in a vertical format. 

Your goal (in a short amount of time) is to create a poster that 
communicates its message as clearly as possible through the 
use of design principles, alignment and relationships between 
elements. Make it pop from 50 feet and engaging to read from 12 
inches away. Transform your cause and copy into something that 
will stop someone in their tracks; for all the right reasons!

> No more than three colors

> No images, type only

> Full Bleed optional

> 11” X 17” poster size

> Two typefaces only (you may use any font variation within the 
faces you choose). 

> Meticulously mounted on 15” X 20” black matte board
(no foam core).

Don’t forget about functionality. The viewer should be moved, 
but also presented with a way to become involved or learn more 
about your cause. Include the logo (and website if applicable) 
for the organization. What is the goal of your organization? How 
can you get an audience engaged through research, writing, 
composition and emotion?

Due first thing next class: Sept 9th.  {YAY}
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